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Abstract: The sum of the dissipative energy and energy constant of the GOCE satellite is found by a priori 

gravity field model at first, and the GOCE dissipative energy is obtained by computing the adjacent epoch 

difference via the differential method. Then, a gravity field model GOCE-ECP01, which up to the degree and 

order 80 , is recovered by the energy conservation approach from the 103 -day precise orbital data of the GOCE 

satellite collected from November 1, 2009 to January 12, 2010. Finally, the model is compared with existing 

models EGM96, ITG-CHAMP05S, EIGEN-GRACE2010S, EIGEN-6C and GO_CONS_GCF _2_DIR_R3. The 

results show that at the same order and degree, the accuracy of model GOCE-EBP01 is higher than those of 

models EGM96 and ITG-CHAMP05S, but lower than those of models EIGEN-GRACE2010S, EIGEN-6C and 

GO_CONS_GCF _2_DIR_R3, which is mainly caused by the pole gap. 
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1 Introduction 

In 2009, the GOCE (Gravity field and steady-state O

cean Circulation Explorer ) satellite was launched to 

determine a geoid with an accuracy of 1 - 2 em and 

gravity-field anomalies with an accuracy of 1 mGal at a 

spatial resolution exceeding 100 km 111 • The GOCE sat

ellite, by combining the high-low satellite-to-satellite 

tracking ( HL-SST) and gravity gradiometry, can effec

tively recover the medium long wavelength and medium 

short wavelength information of Earth ' s gravity field 

model with a high accuracy. At present, several ap

proaches have been employed to recover the Earth ' s 

gravity field model via the tracking data of low earth or

biting satellites ( LEOs ) , such as the Kania linear 

perturbation approach , dynamical integral approach, 
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short-arc integral approach, point acceleration ap

proach , average acceleration approach, energy conser

vation approach and celestial mechanics ap

proach [2 -sJ. Among the above, the energy conserva

tion approach is simple and effective in the Earth ' s 

gravity reversion. Originally proposed by Keefe in 

1957, the approach was employed to process the meas

ured low orbiting satellite-to-satellite tracking data by 

Jekeli in 19991' 1• The approach is about connecting 

the state vector of force on the satellite with the gravita

tional potential coefficient to establish an energy con

servation equation to recover the gravitational potential 

coefficient. Since the approach needs no the numerical 

integral and iterative computations and the original 

state vector estimation , and its observation equation is 

linear, many researchers have made in-depth studies 

on the energy conservation approach, employing it to 

solve the gravity field models of the CHAMP and 

GRACE satellites1'-"1• However, the approach is 

rarely employed to solve the gravity field of GOCE1" 1• 

The paper, after recovering the Earth ' s gravity field 
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model GOCE-ECP01 up to the degree and order 80 

based on the 103 -day reduced dynamic orbital data of 

the GOCE satellite by the energy conservation ap

proach , compares the model with other gravity field 

models. Then, based on the comparison results, it eval

uates the accuracy of the recovered model, and analyzes 

the applicability of applying the energy conservation ap

proach in GOCE Earth gravity field model recovery. 

2 Energy conservation equation 

The GOCE energy conservation equation in the terres

trial coordinate system reads[uJ : 

where T is the disturbing potential, E0 stands for the 

energy integral constant, V, is the perturbation potential 

of the satellite ( mainly including the third body pertur

bation potential , Earth tide perturbation potential , o

cean tide perturbation potential, Earth ' s pole tide and 

ocean pole tide perturbation potential) , U0 is the nor

mal gravitational potential ( only referring to the central 

gravitational potential of the satellite in this paper) , 

.d.C is the dissipative energy of the satellite, r(rs, r
1

, 

r.) and ; = ( ts, f
1

, t.) are the position and velocity 

vector of the satellite respectively at an epoch, w stand 

for the mean angular velocity of the Earth, and the first 

and second terms on the right of equation stand for the 

kinetic energy and rotation energy of the satellite. The 

computational formula of the disturbing potential adop

ting the 3D Cartesian coordinate system reads : 

GM~ ~ - - -
T = R !:L~o ( cnm v nm + SMJVnm> (2) 

V nm and if nm are the Cunningham recursive coeffi

cients. The recursive relation employed in the paper is 

as follows[n,I4 ] : 
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where , GM stands for gravitational constant times Earth 

mass , R is the Earth ' s semi -major axis, r is the geo

centric radius vector of the satellite , x , y, z are the 

positions of the satellite, P nm is the normalized Leg

endre function, n and m are the order and degree re-

spectively, C nm and S nm are the normalized spherical 

harmonic coefficients. 

Under the hypothesis that the positions of adjacent 

epochs A and Bare (x•, y•, z•) and (x8
, y8

, z") 

respectively, when 

(6) 

CE =E0 +..iC (7) 

For epoch A, 
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(8) 

and for epoch B, 

1" = KE8 
- CE8 (9) 

Compute the difference between the two epochs, 

namely, equation ( 8) minus ( 9) . 

T' -1" =KEA -KE8
- ( CE'- CE8

) 

where, 

....... GM~ " -A -. -
1-1 =R.~""~0((V~-V~)C~+ 

(iV!,-iV!,.)S~) ( 11) 

Plug equation ( 11 ) into ( 10 ) , the observation e

quation solving the GOCE gravity filed potential coeffi

cients by the energy conservation approach is obtained. 

Then , the standardized Gauss-Markov model is adopted 

to formulate an error equation and solves the potential 

coefficients. 

V=AX-L (12) 

3 Recovery of GOCE Earth' s gravi

ty field model by using the energy 

conservation approach 

3.1 Data pre-processing 

GOCE data is managed and released by the ESA ( Eu

ropean Space Agency) and stored in XML ( Extensible 

Markup Language) format, therefore , it is needed to 

transfer XML data into the data of required format, and 

at the same time , detect, mark and interpolate the pos

sible data gaps. In this paper, the level 2 orbital data 

SST _PSO _2 , including the kinematic data ( SST _PKI_ 

2) , reduced-dynamic orbit data ( SST_PRD_2) , Earth 

orientation quatemions data (SST _PRM_2) and vari

ance-covariance matrices data ( SST _PCV _2) are nee

ded["]. As the kinematic data contain more data gaps 

but no the velocity of the satellite, the reduced-dynam

ic orbit data were employed in this paper. In addition, 

since both the reduced-dynamic orbit data and the en

ergy conservation equation adopted in this work depen

ded on the celestial coordinate system , there ' s no 

need to transfer the coordinate system of the orbital 

data. 

3. 2 Computation of the dissipative energy 

Since the non-gravitational force in the flight direction 

of GOCE satellite is compensated by the drag-free con

trol system, and the drag-free compensation is one-di

mensional and not fully free of systematic , there will be 

some remaining signals of the non-gravitational forces 

which are not compensated[lSJ, therefore, the acceler

ation of non-gravitational force cannot be obtained and 

the dissipative energy of the GOCE satellite cannot be 

computed directly as that of the GRACE satellite, 

which decides that the processing of the dissipative en

ergy will directly influence the accuracy of the GOCE 

Earth ' s gravity field model by the energy conservation 

approach. 

To analyze the dissipative energy of the GOCE satel

lite, by taking GO_CONS_GCF _2_DIR_R3 Earth's 

gravity field model as a reference model , the orbit data 

of November 1, 2009 were employed to imitate the 

non -spherical gravitational perturbation potential of the 

satellite as well as to analyze the various potentials en

ergy values of the satellite in the celestial coordinate 

system ( Fig. 1 ) . 

In this paper, a gravity field model was employed to 

find the sum of the energy constant and dissipative en

ergy of the satellite. Since the energy constant is a 

fixed value, the difference of adjacent epochs actually 

equals to the difference of the dissipative energy values 

of adjacent epochs. In order to reflect the degree of 

difference of the above mentioned sums of the satellite 

computed based on different models, EIGEN-6C, 

EIGEN-CGOlC, EIGEN-CHAMP05S, EGM2008, 

EGM96, ITG-Grace2010 and GO_CONS_GCF _2_DIR 

_R3 were adopted as reference models. Figure 2 shows 

that the deviations of the computed sums of EGM96, 

EIGEN-CHAMP05S and ITG-Grace2010s are higher, 

while the rest are lower than 1 m2
/ s2

• To reflect the 

dissipative energy as true as possible , reference models 
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Figure 1 Energy change of GOCE satellite one day 
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Figure 2 The sum of constant and dissipative energy by different reference gravity field models 

3. 3 Gravity fteld model computation 

43 

with higher accuracies shall be adopted_ Therefore , 

GO_CONS_GCF _2_DIR_R3 was adopted as the reference 

model to compute the sum of the energy constant and 

dissipative energy of the satellite_ 

With adjacent epoch difference, the energy constants 

were cancelled, leaving only the difference of the dissi

pative energy of adjacent epochs, thus the first term on 

the right of equation was obtained ( Fig. 3 ( a) ) , and 

then the second term on the right of equation was ob

tained via the orbit and velocity of the satellite and 

force model ( Fig. 3 ( b ) ) . 

889920 epochs were sampled every 10 s from the 103-

day ( November 1 , 2009 to February 12, 2010) re

duced-dynamic orbit data provided by the ESA. Then, 

equations ( 10 ) , ( 11 ) and ( 12 ) were combined to 

solve equation through direct inversion together with 

MKL ( Math Kernel Library) Mathematical Functions 

Library. Meanwhile , as Colombo advised[S, n], the 

potential coefficients were arranged via the degree

based sequential approach , thus the matrix off diagonal 
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elements of the corresponding coefficient matrix of nor

mal equation caused by the orthogonally of discrete cos 

and sin sequence functions is disappeamd, giving a 

block diagoDIIl structure to the coefficient matrix. That 

means even there are erro1'8 in the coefficient matrix, it 

would still have a block diagonal dominant structure 

(Fig. 4) , which is good for the solution of the equa

tions. Through calculation, a gravity field model 
GOCE-ECPOl up to the degree and order 80 was 

recovered. 

The accuracy of the gravity field model was esti

mated via the geoid height error and cumulative geoid 

height mror of the potential coefficient differences of 

different models ( Figs. 5 and 6) . 
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Figure 5 Geoid height between EIGEN-5C and GOCE-ECPOl, EGM96, EIGEN-6C, EIGEN-CHAMP05S, 

GO-DIR-R3, ITG-GRACE2010S (The values of geoid height are denoted by denary logarithm) 
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It can be seen from the figures 5 and 6 that generally 

speaking, the accuracy of the gravity field model recov

ered only by GOCE orbit data is lower than that recov

ered by GRACE, especially at lower degrees and or

ders, which are mainly caused by the pole gap. Mean

while, compared with the GOCE Earth ' s gravity field 

model GO_CONS_GCF _2_DIR_R3 recovered by the 

ESA , the model recovered in this paper is lower in ac

curacy as the result of adopting orbit data mther than 

gradient data and a smaller data size. However, thanks 

to the lower orbits and higher orbit accuracy of the 

GOCE satellite , the accuracy of the gravity field model 

recovered by GOCE is higher than that of the EGM96 

model as a whole, and after the order of 55 , its accu

racy is higher than that of the CHAMP model. 

4 Conclusion 

In the paper, a gravity field model GOCE-ECPOl, 

which up to the degree and order 80 , was recovered by 

the energy conservation approach from the 103 -day re

duced-dynamic orbit data of the GOCE satellite. The 
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overall accuracy of the model was higher than those of 

the EGM96 and CHAMP Earth ' s gravity field models, 

and it showed a geoid height ± 1 em at the degree and 

order 80. 

Since the non-gravitational force in the flight direc

tion of GOCE satellite is compensated by the drag-free 

control system, the acceleration of the non-gravitational 

force cannot be obtained; therefore, the dissipative en

ergy of the GOCE satellite cannot be computed direcdy 

as those of the GRACE and CHAMP satellites during 

the process of solving the potential coefficient by the 

energy conservation approach. The sum of the dissipa

tive energy and energy constant of the GOCE satellite 

was found by a priori gravity field model, and the 

GOCE dissipative energy was obtained by computing 

the adjacent epoch difference, namely, the energy con

stants were cancelled, leaving only the difference of 

the dissipative energy values of adjacent epochs, thus 

indirecdy obtained the dissipative energy needed for re

covering the GOCE Earth ' s gravity field model by the 

energy conservation approach. However, inevitably, 

the influence of the reference gravity model was 

brought in at the same time. Therefore, the follow-up 

study will focus on how to direcdy computing the dissi

pative energy of the GOCE satellite. 

Since the data gap ( pole gap) will appear when the 

GOCE satellite reaches the poles of the Earth, the o

verall accuracy of the Earth ' s gravity field model re

covered by GOCE orbit data is lower. Test results show 

that after the degree and order of 80 , the accuracies of 

directly computed potential coefficients are worse. 

Therefore, regarding the recovery of a high-accuracy 

GOCE Earth ' s gravity field model, how to remove the 

influence of the pole gap on the accuracy of the poten

tial coefficient is a key subject needing to be re

searched. In the further research, regularization algo

rithms will be introduced to improve the computing ac

curacy of the potential coefficient. 
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